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A rainmaker is someone who brings timely solutions to spiritual problems. He or she does this through "targeted" prayers. In the Bible,
people like Hannah, Elijah and even our Lord Jesus were rainmakers. Today, 21st century rainmakers are busy using the principles of
scripture to pray for healing, deliverance and prosperity, and bringing joy to the lives thousands all over the world. This book reveals their
secrets and shows you how you can manifest your daily divine blessings through prayer.
What is an Esther Fast? Why is the midnight prayer so powerful? In this book you will discover these biblical secrets and more. After
reading this prayer manual, you will know why a few believers are able to consistently obtain answers to their prayers, no matter how
impossible the situation may look. And what you can do to join them today.
In the twenty years since its publication, Celebration of Discipline has helped over a million seekers discover a richer spiritual life infused
with joy, peace, and a deeper understanding of God. For this special twentieth anniversary edition, Richard J. Foster has added an
introduction, in which he shares the story of how this beloved and enduring spiritual guidebook came to be. Hailed by many as the best
modern book on Christian spirituality, Celebration of Discipline explores the "classic Disciplines," or central spiritual practices, of the
Christian faith. Along the way, Foster shows that it is only by and through these practices that the true path to spiritual growth can be found.
Dividing the Disciplines into three movements of the Spirit, Foster shows how each of these areas contribute to a balanced spiritual life. The
inward Disciplines of meditation, prayer, fasting, and study, offer avenues of personal examination and change. The outward Disciplines of
simplicity, solitude, submission, and service, help prepare us to make the world a better place. The corporate Disciplines of confession,
worship, guidance, and celebration, bring us nearer to one another and to God. Foster provides a wealth of examples demonstrating how
these Disciplines can become part of our daily activities-and how they can help us shed our superficial habits and "bring the abundance of
God into our lives." He offers crucial new insights on simplicity, demonstrating how the biblical view of simplicity, properly understood
and applied, brings joy and balance to our inward and outward lives and "sets us free to enjoy the provision of God as a gift that can be
shared with others." The discussion of celebration, often the most neglected of the Disciplines, shows its critical importance, for it stands at
the heart of the way to Christ. Celebration of Discipline will help motivate Christians everywhere to embark on a journey of prayer and
spiritual growth.
Silencing the Accuser: Restoration of Your Birthright
The Path to Spiritual Growth
When God Wanted to Destroy the Chosen People
Praying on Site with Insight
#1 Secret for Getting Out of Debt
The Ministry of Intercession
The fifth book of the New Testament has been known from ancient times as The Acts of the Apostles; but
this title cannot be found in the book itself. One of the earliest manuscripts, the Codex Sinaiticus,
gives as the title the simple word Acts, with no mention of the apostles. There is a reason for this.
Acts was intended to be more than a brief history of the service rendered by the twelve disciples, much
more than the principal events in the lifework of its four leading characters, Peter, James, John, and
Paul. The Acts of the Apostles was one of the last books written by Ellen G. White. It was published a
few years before her death. It is one of the most illuminating volumes that came from her prolific pen.
The average reader will find in it light for Christian witnessing. The message of the book is up to
date, and its relevancy is reflected in the effort of the author to show that the twentieth century will
witness a bestowal of spiritual power exceeding that of Pentecost. The work of the gospel is not to
close with a lesser display of the Holy Spirit’s power than marked its beginning.
If God is all powerful, why does He need us to pray? If we pray and nothing happens, does this mean that
God is not listening? For those who have ever felt that their prayers do not count, Intercessory Prayer
will show just how vital their prayers are. Pastor and teacher Dutch Sheets explains the nuts and bolts
of prayer, with wisdom, gentleness and humor. This book will inspire readers, give them the courage to
pray for the impossible and help them find the persistence to see their prayers to completion. It is
time to discover our roles as prayer warriors. It can mean the difference between heaven and hell for
someone you know!
Offers an illustrated encyclopedia of general science, with informative and fun facts on a broad array
of scientific topics.
A Biblical Spirituality of Spirit
Intercessory Prayer
Prayer Walking
The Prayer of Protection
Point by Point
Living Fearlessly in Dangerous Times

DIVOrdinary believers are stepping into the streets to pray effectively for their neighbors. With eyes open to real needs
and with ears open to the promptings of God's Spirit, intercession becomes an adventure. /div
In this series of studies we do not propose to confine ourselves to the petitionary prayers of the apostle, but rather take in
a wider range. In Scripture "prayer" includes much more than making known our requests to God, and this is something
which His people need reminding of, and some of them instructing in, in these days of superficiality and ignorance. The
very verse that presents the privilege of spreading our needs before the Lord emphasizes this very thing: "In every thing
by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known unto God" (Phil. 4:6). Unless gratitude be
expressed for mercies already received and thanks be given for granting us the continued favor of petitioning our Father,
how can we expect to obtain His ear and receive answers of peace! Yet prayer, in its highest and fullest sense, rises
above thanksgiving for gifts vouchsafed: the heart is drawn out in contemplating the Giver Himself so that the soul is
prostrated before Him in worship and adoration.
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Prayer Cookbook for Busy People (Book 1)222 Golden Key PrayersElisha Goodman
A Study of Exodus 32-34 and Numbers 13-14
How to Pray Effectively and Hear Clearly from God
Life of Father Taylor, the Sailor Preacher
Prayer Cookbook for Busy People
Bible Stories for Growing Kids
Book 7: Rainmaker's Prayer
The survival of African belief systems and social structures in contemporary African American culture
There are prayers that can help rekindle the interest of your spouse in your marriage, even if he or she hasn't looked at
you in years. In some cases, these prayers can help turn any troubled relationship to a terrific relationship in as short a
time as 21 days.
From the day you invited the Lord Jesus Christ into your life, there are certain prayers you should have been praying, in
order to recover all that the enemy had stolen from you in the days of ignorance without Christ. This book reveals the
secret of breakthrough prayers that will help to smash through spiritual obstacles that are impossible for others.
Lectures to My Students
The Cross and Its Shadow
Prayer Cookbook for Busy People (Book 1)
Celebration of Discipline
How God Can Use Your Prayers to Move Heaven and Earth
The Evangelical Magazine and Missionary Chronicle
The Godly Man's Picture, Drawn with a Scripture Pencil, or, Some Characteristic Marks of a Man who is Going to Heaven.
The soul being so precious, and salvation so glorious-it is the highest point of prudence to make preparations for the
eternal world. It is beyond all dispute, that there is an inheritance in light; and it is most strenuously asserted in Holy
Scripture that there must be a fitness and suitability for it (Col. 1:12). If anyone asks, "Who shall ascend into the hill of
the Lord?" the answer is, "He who has clean hands, and a pure heart" (Psalm 24:4). To describe such a person is the
work of this ensuing treatise. Here you have the godly man's portrait, and see him portrayed in his full lineaments
In these days of danger, trouble, and evil, New York Times bestselling author Joseph Prince reveals how God's children
can have round-the-clock protection through the power of prayer. THE PRAYER OF PROTECTION unveils the Bible's
ultimate psalm of protection, Psalm 91, to help you understand more about how God guards His children. Joseph Prince
offers simple keys and practical advice to finding and resting in the secret place of the Most High, where no evil can even
come near you. You'll begin to live unafraid and with boldness as you allow the certainty of your heavenly Father's love
and the sure promises of His Word to guard your heart against every fear. Come under the wings of the Almighty and live
life divinely protected, positioned, and free from all fears with our covenant-keeping God!
One contemporary scholar and authority on Spurgeon says of this work: "Next to Mr. Spurgeon's great literary work, The
Treasury of David, we consider (these) Lectures to My Students his greatest single contribution to the Christian world.
There is more practical wisdom, common sense and sage advice packed within these pages than with any other book of
similar size, or content." This complete and unabridged edition of Spurgeon's great work will make it possible for today's
generation to appreciate Spurgeon's combination of discerning wit and refreshingly practical advice. Included in the
twenty-eight chapters of this classic volume are lectures such as: - The Call to Ministry - The Preacher's Private Prayer On the Choice of a Text - On the Voice - The Holy Spirit in Connection with Our Ministry - The Blind Eye and the Deaf Ear
- On Conversion as Our Aim - Illustrations in Preaching As were all of Spurgeon's messages to his people, each of these
lectures is Scripture-saturated and Christ-honoring. They move swiftly and are fascinating in their content and sage
counsel.
The 10 Best Decisions Every Parent Can Make
About Hebrew Manuscripts
222 Golden Key Prayers
The Church
Praying with Power
Evangelical Magazine and Missionary Chronicle
It is possible for you to move from debt into abundance in a short space of time. There are provisions in the scripture to help you do this. In this
book you will discover the biblical secret of the jar of oil that never runs dry. After reading this manual and applying the teachings, you will know
how to unlock the storehouse of God using debt-free prayers, scriptural giving and other principles of kingdom economics.
The Body of Christ is being destroyed by lack of knowledge, wisdom, and understanding of the captivity of individuals, families, cities, and even
nations caused by generational and personal accusations. The reality of the goodness of God is challenged by the stark contrast between the
covenantal blessings promised in the Word of God and the struggles in one’s life. In this book, the Hanselman’s uncover the source of these
hindrances with practical teachings and prayers that will help you be cleared of the charges against you and your family in the Court of Heaven.
Allow the Just Judge to declare you innocent by the Blood of the Lamb as you agree with your accuser in generational and personal repentance.
Now is the time to begin the process of dismantling the accusations of the enemy! Families, regions, and nations can be set free by the application
of these prayers. It is time for the destiny of the Body of Christ to be released for the great end time harvest.
What is Born of the Spirit is Spirit provides reflections on Scripture texts associated with (Holy) Spirit and (human) spirit. Various aspects of
Spirit and spirit are explored in one-hundred-five entries. The subtitle, A Biblical Spirituality of Spirit, indicates the ways biblical authors are
inspired to present imaginatively what cannot be pictured: Spirit and spirit. This book attempts to recover the spirituality of biblical stories that
narrate how the Spirit connects to spirit and the results of such connectivity. By exploring the use of biblical metaphors and similes we develop a
spirituality of Spirit, the way human spirit is in the presence of the divine Spirit. Spirituality is Spirit connecting to spirit. It is Spirit giving birth
to spirit (John 3:6).
Selected Messages Book 2
What is Born of the Spirit is Spirit
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Prayer Cookbook for Busy People (Book 3)
The Acts of the Apostles
Prayer Cookbook for Busy People (Book 2)
Atom Smashing, Food Chemistry, Animals, Space, and More!

Popular authors Bill and Pam Farrel are the parents of three active children. From their personal experience comes wisdom and
encouragement for other parents. The Farrels offer ideas for loving and nurturing special needs, strong-willed, and prodigal children. With
real-life examples and biblical inspiration, this book examines the 10 best decisions parents can make to unlock the unique gifts inside their
children, including temperament ; goals; talents; spiritual development; and leadership abilities. Packed with creative, motivational tools
and games that allow children to blossom and succeed, this resource is a great gift or parenting tool for parents who want their children to
become everything God designed them to be.
In Opening the Gates of Heaven, Perry Stone shows you how to release the flow of heaven's blessing through both God's revelation and the
intervention of angelic messengers.
According to narratives in the Bible the threats of the people’s end come from various sources, but the most significant threat comes, as
learned from the Pentateuch, from God himself. What is the theological meaning of this tradition? In what circumstances did it evolve?
How did it stand alongside other theological and socio-political concepts known to the ancient authors and their diverse audience?The book
employs a diachronic method that explores the stages of the tradition’s formation and development, revealing the authors’ exegetical
purposes and ploys, and tracing the historical realities of their time.The book proposes that the motif of the threat of destruction existed in
various forms prior to the creation of the stories recorded in the final text of the Pentateuch. The inclusion of the motif within specific
literary contexts attenuated the concept of destruction by presenting it as a phenomenon of specific moments in the past. Nevertheless, the
threat was resurrected repeatedly by various authors, for use as a precedent or a justification for present affliction.
Science Encyclopedia
A Descriptive Catalogue of the Government Publications of the United States, September 5, 1774-March 4, 1881
Senate documents
Illustrated in the Wonderful Displays of Divine Grace at the Fulton Street and Other Meetings in New York and Elsewhere, in 1857 and
1858
Complete Promise Topical Bible
George Müller of Bristol

Michael Widmer reconsiders the significance of the canonical portrayal of Moses as intercessor. At the heart of this study is a close
reading of Exodus 32-34 and Numbers 13-14 with particular focus on Moses' prayers. By examining intertextual associations between
these two accounts and other texts, the author argues for not only the paradigmatic nature of these prayers but also the intrinsic
connection between prayer and biblical theology.
In "THE CROSS AND ITS SHADOW," the type and the antitype are placed side by side, with the hope that the reader may thus
become better acquainted with the Saviour. It is not the intention of the author of this work to attack any error that may have been
taught in regard to the service of the sanctuary, or to arouse any controversy, but simply to present the truth in its clearness. This is a
reprint of an important early Advent book, which explains the sanctuary and its services. - SECTION I. THE SANCTUARY.
SECTION II. FURNITURE OF THE SANCTUARY. SECTION III. THE PRIESTHOOD. SECTION IV. SPRINGTIME
ANNUAL FEASTS. SECTION V. VARIOUS OFFERINGS. SECTION VI. SERVICES OF THE SANCTUARY. SECTION
VII. THE AUTUMNAL ANNUAL FEASTS. SECTION VIII. LEVITICAL LAWS AND CEREMONIES. SECTION IX. THE
TRIBES OF ISRAEL
Reproduction of the original: The Ministry of Intercession by Andrew Murray
The Power of Prayer
The Story of Redemption
Prayer DNA Secrets
Opening the Gates of Heaven
Passion Prayer of Jesus the Christ
GLEANINGS FROM PAUL
The Complete Promise Topical Bible lists every single promise in the Bible, in topical
format for easy reference. Each promise is recorded from various Bible translations and
includes a personalized, Scripture-based declaration of faith. By studying these promises
and speaking them back to the Father God, you will establish your faith for those
promises to be a part of your life. Let God's Word become so rooted in your spirit that
you will not be able to turn from the truth or give up, no matter how difficult your
situation. God has made a way for you to overcome! Over 1,800 Scriptures are listed in
this topical reference Bible.
The groundbreaking Prayer Warrior Series culminates with C. Peter Wagner's most personal
insights yet into the dynamics of prayer and spiritual warfare. Wagner provides steps for
deepening and strengthening your own prayer life.
Is God changeable? Does He have different gospels for different people? The story of
redemption takes you behind the scenes in the struggle between God and Satan. It explains
how the conflict began, what the issues are, and how the outcome is already assured. It
traces the theme of God's relationship with man from the garden of Edan to the return of
Christ and beyond.
Biblical Traditions and Theology on the Move
The Godly Man's Picture
The Jewish Quarterly Review
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Moses, God, and the Dynamics of Intercessory Prayer
Prayer Cookbook for Busy People (Book 5)
PASSION PRAYER OF JESUS THE CHRIST The 7 Secret Principles of Jesus
Simple text and illustrations retell Bible stories from the Old and New Testaments, each of which is followed by a "growing time"
section that includes interesting facts, the moral of the story, and discussion questions.
African Voices in the African American Heritage
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